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DISCOVERY OF NEIGHBOUR CELL 
BEACON FREQUENCIES IN MOBILE 

NETWORKS 

This invention relates to methods and apparatus for discov 
ering beacon frequencies of neighbour cells in cellular mobile 
telephone networks, such as those conforming to the Global 
System for Mobile Communication (GSM) standard. 

BACKGROUND ART 

The present invention has particular application to cellular 
mobile radio systems operating according to the GSM, 
DCS1800 or the PCS1900 standards. Systems operating 
according to these standards, including derivatives thereof, 
Will be hereinafter be referred to as “GSM-type” systems. It 
should, hoWever, be noted that the present invention is not 
restricted to a GSM-type system. 

Cellular mobile radio systems, such as GSM-type systems, 
comprise a ?xed part having sWitching elements and radio 
elements providing radio coverage in a plurality of cells, and 
mobile stations (MSs) for communicating With the ?xed part 
of the system. Cells are often logically grouped into location 
areas. Within each cell, radio coverage is provided by one or 
more radio elements, Which, in the case of GSM-type sys 
tems, comprise elementary transceivers termed TRXs (Trans 
mitter Receiver). Radio elements are grouped Within Base 
Transceiver Stations (BTS) Which communicate With Base 
Station Controllers (BSC). The interface betWeen a BTS and 
BSC, Within a GSM-type system, is referred to as the A-bis 
interface, and individual links (generally comprising tWo 
physical channels) on this interface are termed A-bis links. 
BSCs communicate With mobile sWitching centres (MSC) via 
What is termed the A interface. 

In a GSM-type system a speci?c radio frequency for each 
cell alWays plays a very important role in the operation of that 
cell. This frequency, Which is used by control channels, is 
knoWn as the Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH) frequency. 
It is characterised by continuous emission, ?xed transmission 
poWer level and prohibition on frequency hopping. For this 
reason it is also sometimes called the cell “beacon fre 
quency”. In a GSM-type system each cell is allocated a 
respective BCCH frequency and, since there are generally 
more cells in a netWork than different such frequencies avail 
able, the same BCCH frequency may be used by many cells in 
the netWork. Normally a particular BCCH frequency Will not 
be used by multiple cells that are geographically close to each 
other, to minimise interference. Nonetheless, oWing to the 
limited number of frequencies available it is possible for an 
MS to receive control channel signals on the same BCCH 
frequency from tWo or more different cells. 

Another identity that is used in a GSM-type system is the 
Base Station Identity Code (BSIC), Which is typically allo 
cated to a group of cells adjacent to one another. The BSIC 
alloWs MSs to discriminate betWeen different cells transmit 
ting their control channels on the same BCCH frequency. The 
BSIC comprises a netWork “colour code” (NCC) and a base 
station colour code (BCC). The pair of BCCH frequency+ 
BSIC is often used in GSM-type systems to identify a cell for 
radio purposes such as handover. BCCH frequency+BSIC is 
normally unique Within a local geographic area, but not nec 
essarily unique Within a netWork. 
MSs continuously make measurements of the receive level 

on the BCCH frequency of neighbour cells. This is to help 
choose the best serving cell When the MS is idle (“camping 
on”), and to aid the cell handover procedure When the MS is 
activeian active MS is one that is: 
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2 
(a) performing a Location Update; 
(b) engaged in set-up for a Mobile-Originated or Mobile 

Terminated call; 
(c) engaged in an active Mobile-Originated or Mobile-Termi 

nated call; 
(d) allocated a traf?c channel or data channel on the air 

interface for any other reason4e.g. sending or receiving 
packet-sWitched data or a Short Message Service (SMS) 
message. 
In order to speed and simplify the task of the MS in scan 

ning for neighbouring cell BCCH frequencies, the netWork 
explicitly provides a list of BCCH frequencies that the MS 
should monitor. This list is knoWn as the BCCH Allocation 
list or BA list. It is continuously sent out on the broadcast 
channel of each cell in order to be received by MSs that are in 
idle mode. It is also continuously sent to each MS that is in 
active mode on a SloW Associated Control Channel (or 
SACCH) associated With the active traf?c or data channel. 
The tWo BA lists (the one transmitted to idle MSs and that 
transmitted to active ones) are knoWn as the BA(BCCH) and 
BA(SACCH) respectively. Note that the BA(BCCH) and 
BA(SACCH) do not necessarily contain the same list of fre 
quencies. 

In a GSM-type system the BA(SACCH) doWnloaded to an 
active MS may be a cell default list that is identical for all 
active MSs in the cell, or it may be a channel-speci?c list 
associated With the current use of a particular air-interface 
channel by a particular MS. A channel-speci?c BA(SACCH) 
may be different from the cell default BA(SACCH). Whether 
a channel-speci?c BA(SACCH) or a cell default 
BA(SACCH) is in use by a particular active MS, the method 
of download of the BA(SACCH) over the air interface is the 
same4on the SloW Associated Control Channel as described 
above. HoWever the Way a channel-speci?c BA(SACCH) and 
cell default BA(SACCH) are set up in the BTS by the BSC is 
different. 
The cell default BA(SACCH) is sent to the BTS by the BSC 

in anA-bis SACCH FILLING message on the A-bis interface 
betWeen the BSC and BTS. The BTS stores this BA(SACCH) 
and autonomously transmits it on the doWnlink SACCH to 
each active MS that is not using a channel-speci?c 
BA(SACCH). In practice the BSC may not send SACCH 
FILLING messages to the BTS very often; for example it 
might be only on BTS or BSC softWare reboot, or When a 
frequency plan or neighbour cell list is changed. Thus days or 
Weeks may elapse betWeen transmission of the cell default 
BA(SACCH) over the A-bis interface from a BSC to a BTS. 
As mentioned above the GSM speci?cations alloW an 

active MS to have a different BA(SACCH) to the cell default 
BA(SACCH); that is, a channel-speci?c BA(SACCH). In this 
case the BSC is directly responsible for programming the 
channel-speci?c BA(SACCH), by sending it to the BTS 
either in an A-bis CHANNEL ACTIVATION message that 
activates an air-interface channel or in an A-bis SACCH 
INFORMATION MODIFY message relating to an already 
active air-interface channel. Most current GSM-type systems 
tend to use a cell default BA(SACCH) rather than channel 
speci?c BA(SACCH). 
As also mentioned above, MSs make measurements of the 

receive level on the BCCH frequency of neighbouring cells. 
When in active mode (eg when a telephone call is taking 
place) these measurements are periodically reported to the 
netWork. This enables the netWork to make decisions about 
the need for “handing over” to a cell offering better signal 
quality than the current serving cell. A Direct Transfer Appli 
cation Part (DTAP) Measurement Report message is used for 
this purposeisee technical speci?cation 3GPP TS 44.018 
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“Mobile radio interface layer 3 speci?cation; Radio Resource 
Control (RRC) protocol”, section 10.5.2.20. These measure 
ments are sent at a rate of about tWo per second. 

Constraints on the maximum siZe of signalling messages 
sent over the air interface limit the number of neighbour cells 
for Which receive level measurements can be reported. In a 
GSM system this limit is six. In the event that the receive level 
on the BCCH frequency of more than six neighbour cells is 
measured, only the measurements corresponding to the six 
neighbour cells With best receive level are reported. The con 
straint on the siZe of signalling messages on the air interface 
also affects the Way in Which neighbour cell measurements 
are reported. Each neighbour cell measurement consists of 
three values: 

BCCH-FREQ-NCELL i 
BSIC-NCELL i 
RXLEV-NCELL i 

The BCCH-FREQ-NCELL i indicates the BCCH frequency 
of the ith neighbour cell, Where i is between 1 and 6 for GSM 
networks. HoWever B CCH-FREQ-NCELL i is not the abso 
lute radio frequency of the neighbour cell beacon signal, but 
an index, starting With 0, of the position of the neighbour cell 
beacon frequency Within the BA(SACCH) for the serving 
cell. Thus the BA(SACCH) needs to be knoWn before the 
neighbour cell frequency, and hence neighbour cell identity, 
can be determined. BSIC-NCELL i and RXLEV-NCELL i 
are the BSIC value and received signal strength respectively 
of the ith neighbour cell. More details of the semantics and 
coding of these parameters are contained in 3GPP TS 44.018 
cited above, Table 105.2201 and Figure 10.5.2101. 

The neighbour cell measurement reports described above 
exist primarily for the netWork to manage handovers betWeen 
cells. HoWever the reports contain valuable data on the radio 
frequencies and signal levels currently being measured by the 
MS. Therefore the neighbour cell measurement data can be 
used for other applications in addition to the control by the 
netWork of handovers. Such other applications include cell 
RF planning (for example see US. Pat. No. 6,192,244), moni 
toring quality of service (QoS) of the radio interface, and 
determining MS position (for example see EP 1 304 897). 
These other applications for the measurement reports may be 
implemented by the netWork elements such as the BSC. Alter 
natively an external link monitoring system may also be used, 
as described in the tWo patent references cited above. 
Any application that Wishes to make use of neighbour cell 

measurement reports needs to knoW the BA(SACCH) doWn 
loaded from the serving TRX to the MS in order to be able to 
convert the BCCH-FREQ-NCELL i contained in the DTAP 
Measurement Report messages into the corresponding abso 
lute radio frequency, and from that derive the neighbouring 
cell identity. 
An issue for an application based on link monitoring is 

obtaining the BA(SACCH) currently being used by each MS. 
In particular, as explained above, the cell default 
BA(SACCH) may be transmitted only very infrequently over 
the links betWeen the BSC and BTS, and hence it could be a 
long time (days or Weeks) before use can be made of neigh 
bour cell measurement reports. In addition there is a more 
subtle dif?culty associated With BTS restarts. If a BTS is 
restarted it is likely that a cell default BA(SACCH) Will be 
doWnloaded over the A-bis interface using an SACCH FILL 
ING message. HoWever a BSC or BTS restart can result in a 

re-mapping of the A-bis signalling channels Within the 
timeslots on the physical links betWeen the BSC and BTS. 
Those skilled in the art Will knoW that it is possible to search 
for signalling channels carried in timeslots on such TDM 
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4 
linksifor example by looking for valid high-level data link 
control (HDLC) frames Within timeslots. Then methods such 
as those described in US. Pat. No. 6,088,587 may be used to 
re-discover the signalling channels to each TRX at the BTS. 
HoWever, it is highly likely that the SACCH FILLING mes 
sages transmitted at BTS restart Will be missed by the link 
monitoring system While signalling channel discovery takes 
place after the restart. 

Existing solutions for BA(SACCH) con?guration or dis 
covery include: 

1) Manually con?gure the BA(SACCH) for each BTS into 
the link monitoring system. This is both error prone and 
inconvenient. 

2) A method of BA(SACCH) discovery, such as that 
described in US. Pat. No. 6,192,244, that does not rely 
on seeing SACCH FILLING messages. HoWever this 
method is described in the context of an application 
analysing neighbour cell allocation. The method is not 
real-time in nature, requiring collection of quantities of 
A-bis signalling data and then analysing it (the example 
described refers to data collection over a period of days). 
Furthermore, the correlation algorithms employed by 
the method are complex. 

It Would therefore be advantageous to have another method 
of discovering the cell default BA(SACCH) that alloWs the 
neighbour cell measurements in Measurement Report mes 
sages to be associated With the correct cells. This invention 
provides such an alternative method. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

According to one aspect of this invention there is provided 
a method of discovering at least part of a frequency list used 
by an active Wireless device in a cellular communications 
netWork for neighbour cell signal measurements, comprising: 

monitoring at least one signalling link carrying messages 
betWeen tWo elements of the communications netWork; 

selecting monitored messages of a ?rst type carrying 
reports of measurements relating to propagation of Wireless 
signals betWeen the netWork and the device; 

extracting reports of measurements from the messages of 
the ?rst type, independently of operation of said tWo elements 
of the netWork; 

selecting monitored messages of a second type carrying 
data other than reports of such measurements; 

extracting information from the messages of the second 
type; and 

combining measurement reports extracted from the mes 
sages of the ?rst type With the information extracted from the 
messages of the second type to discover at least part of the 
neighbour cell frequency list used by the Wireless device for 
neighbour cell measurements. 

According to another aspect of this invention there is pro 
vided apparatus for discovering at least part of a frequency list 
used by an active Wireless device in a cellular communica 
tions netWork for neighbour cell signal measurements, com 
prising: 

a monitor for monitoring at least one signalling link carry 
ing messages betWeen tWo elements of the communications 
netWork; 

a selector for selecting monitored messages of a ?rst type 
carrying reports of measurements relating to propagation of 
Wireless signals betWeen the netWork and the device and 
extracting reports of measurements from the messages of the 
?rst type, independently of operation of said tWo elements of 
the netWork; 
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a selector for selecting monitored messages of a second 
type carrying data other than reports of such measurements 
and extracting information from the messages of the second 
type; and 

a combiner for combining measurement reports extracted 
from the messages of the ?rst type With the information 
extracted from the messages of the second type to discover at 
least part of the neighbour cell frequency list used by the 
Wireless device for neighbour cell measurements. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

A method and apparatus in accordance With this invention, 
for discovering the frequency list used by an active mobile 
station for reporting neighbour cell measurements, Will noW 
be described, by Way of example, With reference to the 
accompanying draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of part of a GSM-type 
mobile telephone netWork incorporating equipment for 
implementing the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block schematic diagram of a probe forming part 
of equipment for implementing the invention; 

FIG. 3 is a data How block diagram of a procedure for 
receipt and processing of an A-bis MEASUREMENT 
RESULT message in accordance With an embodiment of the 
invention; and 

FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C are a data How block diagram of a 
procedure for receipt and processing of a DTAP Handover 
Command mes sage in accordance With an embodiment of the 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 shoWs major elements of a GSM cellular mobile 
telephone netWork 10 for communicating With a mobile 
phone handset (MS) 12, With additional equipment to enable 
monitoring of measurement reports. For the sake of clarity the 
telecommunications transmission lines for carrying user 
voice and data signals are omitted; only the signalling links 
for control of operation of the netWork, Which are of interest 
in the context of this invention, are shoWn. 

Referring to FIG. 1, the mobile netWork 10 contains several 
cells 14, Which are the basic unit of division of the coverage 
area for the purposes of radio spectrum management and are 
shoWn in FIG. 1 as conventional idealised hexagons. Each 
cell 14 contains a BTS 16 Which houses one or more TRXs 18 
for communicating With handsets over the radio “air inter 
face”, and these transceivers are connected via A-bis signal 
ling links 20 to a BSC 22 Which may control transceivers in 
more than one BTS 16. The sub-system comprising a BSC 22 
and its associated BTSs 16 is sometimes referred to as a base 
station system (BSS). The BSCs 22 are themselves co-ordi 
nated via A signalling links 24 by MSCs (not shoWn). 

During operation of the netWork 10, various operations are 
performed to control and measure the radio transmissions 
over the air interface betWeen the MS 12 and the TRX 18. For 
example, the BTS 16 and the MS 12 each continually measure 
the strength and the quality (bit error rate) of the signal 
received over the air interface, and the MS 12 also measures 
the strength of signals being received (on the respective bea 
con frequencies) from BTSs 16 in neighbouring cells. The 
measurements made by the MS 12 are transmitted to the TRX 
18, and the BTS 16 reports them With its oWn measurements 
over the A-bis link 20 to the associated BSC 22 for use in 
managing handovers of communications betWeen cells in 
response to movement of the MS 12. 
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This invention provides an A-bis link monitoring system 

and method for automatically discovering the cell default 
BA(SACCH) currently being used by an MS, to enable the 
neighbour cell measurements in Measurement Report mes 
sages from the MS to be associated With the correct cells. 
The monitoring system includes probes 26 (FIG. 1) for 

passively monitoring signalling messages traversing the 
A-bis links 20, as described beloW. The monitoring is passive 
in the sense that the operation of the links 20 is undisturbed by 
the presence of the monitoring system, Which simply makes 
copies of some or all of the message packets it observes 
traversing the links. The probes 26 are coupled to the links in 
such a Way that the operating characteristics of the links 20 
are not signi?cantly altered. In the case of an optical link, for 
example, the coupling may comprise an optical poWer splitter 
and for an electrical link it may be a bridging isolator. 
As shoWn in FIG. 2, each probe 26 has an input interface 28 

Which receives and conditions the signal received over a line 
30 from the coupling to the relevant link 20 and Which sup 
plies the signal to a processor/CPU 32 operating under the 
control of softWare program instructions in a program store 
34 and using a random access store 36. The processor 32 
extracts messages from the signal and performs some initial 
processing (e.g. error checking and preliminary decoding). 
The messages are subsequently forWarded via an interface 38 
and a communications bus 40 to monitoring equipment 42 for 
any necessary additional decoding and for further analysis as 
described beloW. This monitoring equipment provides a data 
output of a partially or fully discovered BA(SACCH) list for 
each cell on an output port 44. The probes 26 may comprise 
for example components of acceSS7 system equipment avail 
able from Agilent Technologies for monitoring messages tra 
versing SS7 signalling netWorks. 
The procedures for discovering the cell BA(SACCH) are 

shoWn in FIGS. 3, 4A, 4B and 4C. These procedures are 
executed concurrently to gather required data, With the sec 
ond procedure (FIGS. 4A-4C) also using data gathered by the 
?rst procedure (FIG. 3). The procedures require three data 
tables or arrays in the probe random access store 36: a “TRX” 
table, a “Cell” table and an “Active Channel” table. These 
tables contain the data described beloW for the purpose of 
BA(SACCH) discovery, and may hold other data for other 
purposes. 
The “TRX” table contains the folloWing ?elds for the pur 

pose of BA(SACCH) discoveryithere should be one table 
entry for each TRX being monitored: 

AiCHANiID Link and timeslot of the physical signalling channel 
from the BSC to the TRX 

BiCHANiID Link and timeslot of the physical signalling channel 
from the TRX to the BSC 

TEI LAPD (Link Access Protocol — Channel D) Terminal End 
Point identi?er of the TRX 

CGI The Cell Global Identity ofthe cell (that is, the 
combination of Location Area Identity and Cell 
Identity) to Which this TRX belongs 

The combination of A_CHAN_ID and TEI or B_CHAN_ID 
and TEI uniquely identi?es a TRX. The TRX table may be 
statically con?gured using knoWn netWork data. Altema 
tively the table may be populated automatically from data 
obtained by the link monitoring, using the methods described 
in US. Pat. Nos. 6,088,587 and 6,181,682. 
The “Cell” table contains the folloWing ?elds for the pur 

pose of BA(SACCH) discoveryithere should be one entry 
for each unique CGI in the TRX table: 
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CGI The Cell Global Identity of the cell radio frequency. 
BA[32] The current default BA(SACCH) for this cell. BSIC—NCELL[6] Base station identity 

This is a list ofup to 32 absolute radio 5 code ofthe ith 
frequency channel numbers (ARFCNs) giving the neighbour cell. 
beacon frequencies of neighbouring cells. BAFLAG Flag indicating Whether there is a channel-speci?c 
Each entry in the list is quali?ed by a BA associated With this active channel. This is 
con?dence counter — see BAiCONF beloW the case When DTAP System Information Type 5 

BAiCONF[32] Con?dence in each of the corresponding BA[ ] message(s) are contained Within the A-bis 
list entries described above. Each element is 10 CHANNEL ACTIVATION message or sent on the 
an integer betWeen 0 and a limit value channel in a SACCH INFORMATION MODIFY 
BAiCONFiLIMIT. A value greater than or equal message. The purpose of this flag is to inhibit the 
to a threshold BAiCONFiOK indicates that the Cell BA discovery using Measurement Results and 
corresponding BA[ ] entry is of suf?cient Handovers on this channel, because the channel 
reliability to be used. Suggested values for speci?c BA sent to the MS might be different from 
BAiCONFiOK and BAiCONFiLIMIT are 2 and 4 15 the cell default BA to be discovered. TRUE 
respectively. These give reasonably fast indicates that there is an associated channel 
discovery from the discovery method, With some speci?c BA, FALSE that there is not. 
tolerance of errors in discovery 

BAIND Broadcast Allocation (BA) sequence number ' ' 

indication (0 or i). This is quali?ed by the An entry in the Active Channel table should be created for 

BAIND CONF ZAIEDECQI‘E colg?delgi 1013111311? beg; I 20 each A-bis CHANNEL ACTIVATION message detected on 
m 01.1 @1106 m e a 0V6 . . Va He‘ 1s is the monitored links. A suitable method is to ?rst ?nd the TRX 

an integer betWeen 0 and a limit value _ _ _ _ 

BAINDECONFELIMIT A valu? gram than or table entry, using the link and timeslot number on Which the 
equal to athreshold BAINDiCONFiOK indicates message Was received and the TEI from the message. Then 

thit BAHZD 1112021011 15 ogsuffimlllt create an entry in the Active Channel table using the 
re ia i ity to e use . uggeste va ues or 

BAINDECONFEOK and BAINDECONFELIMIT 25 A_CHAN_ID', B_CHAN_ID and TEI from the TRX table 
are 2 and 4 mspectivdy entry along With the A-bis channel number from the CHAN 

NEL ACTIVATION message. The BAFLAG ?eld should be 
set to TRUE if there is a channel-speci?c System Information 

As With the TRX table, entries for each CGI being monitored 5’ 15E bls _Or $111121? CHéAI‘INNEIL ‘ASTIIYAEECIZN messagg' 
may be set up statically using knoWn netWork data, or be 30 mnes In t e ,Cnve _ anne ta e S Ou e remove on 

- - - receipt of a matching A-bis CHANNEL RELEASE message. 
populated automatically from data obtained from the link . . 

. . . . . . . Location of the appropriate table entry to be removed may be 
monitoring using the methods described in the above-identi- 1 n I 
?ed US atents The other ?elds listed above are used in the as for the CHA EL ACTIVAITEON message' 
BA(SACIZJCH) discove method and should be set to Zero If an A-bis SACCH INFOR TION MODIFY message 
When a table em is slated 3 5 is received for an active channel, then the BAFLAG for that 

_ ry ' _ _ channel’s entry in the Active Channel table should be set 
The “Active Channel” table holds the folloWing informa- TRUE 

non for each acnve Channel: The ?rst of the procedures for discovering cell 
BA(SACCH), shoWn in FIG. 3, commences at 50 With receipt 

40 of an A-bis MEASUREMENT RESULT message, Where 

AECHANJD Link and tim?slot 0mm physical Signalling channel upon a test is performed at step 52 to determine Whether the 
from the BSC to the TRX message contains neighbour cell measurementsinot all 

BiCHANiID Link and timeslot of the physical signalling channel A-bjs MEASUREMENT RESULT messages Contain neigh 
from the TRX to the BS? , , bour cell measurements obtained by the MS. If the result of 

TEI LAPD Terminal End Point identi?er of the TRX h . N h d . 54 O h . h 
CHANNEL A-bis channel number (channel type, timeslot number 45 t e test 15 O’ t e proce ure tennlnates at ' t erwl?e’ t e 

and sub-channel number ifapplicable)_ see technical procedure advances to step 56, to ?nd an entry (hereinafter 
Speci?cation 3GPP TS 48-058.“BP1S@ Station COH- referred to as CHAN) for the relevant channel in the Active 
.Uoner ' Base Transcelv.“ Shanon (BS? ' BTS) Channel table. The required entry is identi?ed by reference to 
interface; Layer 3 speci?cation”, section 9.3.1. . . . 

LASTMEAS Th6 most ream A_bis MEASUREMENT RESULT the link and timeslot number' on Which the message Was 
message containing an embedded DTAP 50 received and the TEI and A-bis Channel Number from the 
MEASUREMENT REPORT message seen on this message_ 
channel. This Will contain the data listed in the At step 58 data from the Measurement Report message are 
above-referenced 3GPP TS 44.018, FIG. 10.5.2.10.1. . . 
ofrelevance to the m?thod for BA(SACCH) stored in the LASTMEAS ?eld of the Active Channel table 
discovery described herein are the folloWing data fOI‘ channel CHAN. The data saved are the BA-IND sequence 
term for Which Sub'?ddS m included in the 55 number (stored in BA-USED) and the set of neighbour cell 
LASTMEAS ?eld: measurement reports (up to six in the case of GSM). Each 
BA-USED The sequence number . . 

ofth? BA(SACCH) neighbour cell measurement report consists of the RX level 
used to code measurement (stored in RXLEV-NCELL[]), neighbour cell 
BCCIH-FIISEQ-NCELLI BSIC (BSIC-NCELL[]) and neighbour cell frequency as an 
a va ue o 0 or 1. ~ ~ ~ , - 

RXLEVNCELLW Result ofmeasuw 60 index into the local serving cell 5 Broadcast Allocation 
mm on the ith (BCCH-FREQ-NCELL[]). Thereafter the procedure shoWn 
neighbour cell. in FIG. 3 terminates, at step 60, aWaiting receipt of another 

BCCH-FREQ- BCCH Carri?r Ofth? A-bis MEASUREMENT RESULT message. 
NCELLM 111136051‘ The second procedure is shoWn in FIGS. 4A to 4C, and is 

into the BA(SACCH), 65 for processing DTAP Handover Command messages. Refer 
not the absolute ring to FIG. 4A, the procedure starts at step 62 upon receipt of 

such a message. At step 64 the procedure ?nds an entry 
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(referred to in the remaining description as CHAN) for the 
relevant channel in the Active Channel table, in the same 
manner as at step 56 in the procedure of FIG. 3. At following 
step 66 the procedure locates an entry in the Cell table. To this 
end the procedure ?rst ?nds a TRX table entry using the 
signalling link and timeslot number on Which the message 
Was received, and the TEI from the message. Then the 
required Cell table entry (referred to as CELL in the rest of 
this description) is identi?ed using the CGl from the selected 
TRX table entry. 
A test is performed at step 68 to determine Whether the ?ag 

value CHAN.BAFLAG is TRUE, indicating that a channel 
speci?c BA(SACCH) is in use. If so, the procedure terminates 
at step 70. Otherwise another test is performed, at step 72, to 
determine Whether the ?eld CHAN.LASTMEAS is popu 
lated With data. If not, because no neighbour cell measure 
ments have yet been received for this active channel, the 
procedure again terminates, at step 74. 

If CHAN.LASTMEAS does contain measurement data, a 
third test is performed at step 76, to determine Whether the 
con?dence indicator CELL.BAIND_CONF has a value of 
Zero. If it does, then at step 78 the BA sequence number 
indicator CELL.BAIND is set equal to the value in the 
CHAN.LASTMEASBA-USED sub-?eld (stored there pre 
viously at step 58 of the procedure described above With 
reference to FIG. 3). The value of the indicator CELL.BAIN 
D_CONF is set to one and the procedure then continues as 
shoWn in FIG. 4B, as described beloW. 

If the value of the CELL.BAIND_CONF indicator is not 
Zero, then at step 80 a further test is performed, to establish 
Whether the CHAN.LASTMEASBA-USED sub-?eld has 
the same sequence number value as the CELL.BA_IND ?eld 
in the Cell table. If not, then at step 82 the inconsistency is 
taken into account by decrementing the con?dence indicator 
CELL.BAIND_CONF, and the procedure terminates at step 
74. HoWever, if the sequence numbers do match then at step 
84 the con?dence indicator CELL.BAIND_CONF is incre 
mented (unless it has already attained the limit value BAIN 
D_CONF_LIMIT), to record the continuing consistency of 
BA(SACCH) sequence number observed, and the procedure 
continues as shoWn in FIG. 4B. 

Referring to FIG. 4B, a DTAP Handover Command iden 
ti?es the target cell for a handover by reference to the cell’s 
BSIC and beacon frequency ARFCN. Accordingly, at step 86 
the procedure extracts the ARFCN and BSIC values for the 
target cell from the DTAP Handover Command message and 
stores them in local temporary variables TARGET_ARFCN 
and TARGET_BSIC. As noted previously, in GSM there are 
up to six neighbour cell measurements in a measurement 
report. Each such measurement identi?es the neighbour cell 
to Which it relates by BSIC and an index into the BA list. At 
step 88 the procedure scans the neighbour cell measurements 
stored in CHAN.LASTMEAS to identify those Where BSIC 
_NCELL has the value stored in TARGET_BSIC. At step 90 
a test is made for the number of stored measurements that 
meet this criterion. If there are none the procedure terminates 
at 92. If there is just one such measurement, then at step 94 a 
local variable TX is set to the value BCCH_FREQ_NCELL 
(index value of the BCCH carrier in the BA list) of this 
neighbour cell With BSIC matching TARGET_BSIC. Then 
the procedure continues as described beloW With reference to 
FIG. 4C. 

If the test at step 90 determines there is more than one 
measurement matching the test criterion, then at step 96 the 
measurement With the highest RXLEV_NCELL value is 
selected. At step 98 a test is performed to establish Whether 
the RXLEV_NCELL value of this selected measurement 
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exceeds the RXLEV_NCELL values of all the other measure 
ments identi?ed at step 88 by a margin that is greater than a 
threshold RX_MARGIN, Which may be for example 6 dB. If 
not, the procedure terminates at step 100. If the threshold 
margin is exceeded then at step 102 the local variable TX is set 
to the value BCCH_FREQ_NCELL of this neighbour cell 
With highest value of RXLEV_NCELL and With matching 
BSIC. Thereafter the procedure continues as shoWn in FIG. 
4C. 

Referring to FIG. 4C, at step 104 a test is made to ?nd 
Whether the con?dence value CELL.BA_CONF for the 
potential entry TX in the BA list is Zero. If not, then at step 106 
a further test is performed of Whether the entry at position TX 
in the CELL.BA list being assembled matches the value 
stored in TARGET_ARFCN. If these values match then at 
step 108 the con?dence value CELL.BA_CONF[IX] for that 
list entry is incremented, unless it is already at the limit value 
BA_CONF_LIMIT, and the procedure then terminates at 
110. If the tested values do not match then the con?dence 
value CELL.BA_CONF[IX] for that list entry is decremented 
at step 112 and the procedure terminates at step 114. 

If the con?dence value CELL.BA_CONF tested at step 1 04 
is Zero, then at step 116 a search is performed for any entry n 
in the CELL.BA list for Which CELL.BA[n] has the value 
TARGET_ARFCN (to determine if this ARFCN is currently 
recorded for another index in the BA list) and for Which the 
con?dence value CELL.BA_CONF[n] is greater than Zero. 
At step 118 a test is undertaken of Whether any match Was 
found at step 116. If not, then this is taken to be the ?rst 
discovery of the BA index mapping for this ARFCN and at 
step 120 the list entry CELL.BA[IX] is set equal to the value 
TARGET_ARFCN and the con?dence level CELL_BA 
_CONF[IX] for this entry is set to one. Thereafter the proce 
dure terminates at step 122. If a match Was found at step 116, 
then this casts doubt on the potential entry in the CELL.BA 
list, and at step 124 the con?dence value CELL.BA_CONF 
[n] of this ARFCN to BA index mapping is decremented, and 
the procedure then terminates at step 126. 

Over time, the correlation of Measurement Report mes 
sages and DTAP Handover Command messages Will build up 
the BA list of frequencies for each cell in the Cell table. The 
con?dence counter BA_CONF associated With each entry in 
the BA list gives the con?dence of the mapping betWeen the 
index (BCCH-FREQ-NCELL index i in Measurement 
Reports) and the corresponding absolute radio channel fre 
quency. When the con?dence of an individual BA entry 
reaches the threshold BA_CONF_OK then it can be assumed 
that the frequency in that position in the BA is valid. A 
BCCH-FREQ-NCELL index i in Measurement Reports may 
then be used to index the BA to derive the actual neighbour 
cell frequency. This can in turn be used for correct interpre 
tation of the measurement reports for purposes such as QoS 
monitoring and determination of MS position. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. A method of discovering at least part of a frequency list 

used by an active Wireless device in a cellular communica 
tions netWork for neighbour cell signal measurements, com 
prising: 

monitoring at least one signalling link carrying messages 
betWeen tWo elements of the communications netWork; 

selecting monitored messages of a ?rst type carrying 
reports of measurements relating to propagation of Wire 
less signals betWeen the netWork and the device 

extracting the reports of the measurements from the mes 
sages of the ?rst type, including received signal strength 
of beacon transmissions from at feast one neighbour cell 
and an identity of the neighbour cell; independently of 
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operation of said tWo elements of the communications 
network and using equipment separate from the tWo 
elements of the communications network; 

selecting monitored messages of a second type carrying 
data other than reports of such measurements; 

extracting information from the messages of the second 
type; and 

combining the measurement reports extracted from the 
messages of the ?rst type With the information extracted 
from the messages of the second type to discover at least 
part of the neighbour cell frequency list used by the 
Wireless device for neighbour cell measurements. 

2. The method of of claim 1, Wherein identity of the neigh 
bour cell is indicated indirectly by an index to a neighbour cell 
frequency list. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the messages of the ?rst 
type comprise DTAP Measurement Report messages. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the messages of the 
second type are messages generated by the netWork in 
response to measurement values contained in messages of the 
?rst type. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the messages of the 
second type contain information relating to identity of sec 
tions of the netWork adjacent to a current serving cell for the 
device. 

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the messages of the 
second type are DTAP Handover Command messages. 
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7. Apparatus for discovering at least part of a frequency list 

used by an active Wireless device in a cellular communica 
tions netWork for neighbour cell signal measurements, com 
prising: 

a monitor for monitoring at least one signalling link carry 
ing messages betWeen tWo elements of the communica 
tions netWork; 

a selector, separate from the tWo elements of the commu 
nication netWork, for selecting monitored messages of a 
?rst type carrying reports of measurements relating to 
propagation of Wireless signals betWeen the netWork and 
the device and for extracting reports of the measure 
ments from the messages of the ?rst type, the extracted 
reports including received signal strength of beacon 
transmissions from at least one neighbour cell and an 
identity of the neighbour cell, the selector operating 
independently of operation of said tWo elements of the 
netWork; 

a selector for selecting monitored messages of a second 
type carrying data other than reports of such measure 
ments and extracting information from the messages of 
the second type; and 

a combiner for combining the measurement reports 
extracted from the messages of the ?rst type With the 
information extracted from the messages of the second 
type to discover at least part of the neighbour cell fre 
quency list used by the Wireless device for neighbour 
cell measurements. 

* * * * * 
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